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As the great database researcher Jim Gray said shortly before being lost at sea, “we have to do better at producing
tools to support the whole research cycle—from data capture and data curation to data analysis and data
visualization”. That was in 2007.
Seven years later we have seen considerable research and innovation in workflow systems that make it easier to
carry out analysis on data by separating out the orchestration of tasks from the nature of the tasks themselves. The
Kepler, Swift, and Pegasus workflow tools have seen good use in the US. Workflow systems underpin today’s
Science Gateways which carry a non-trivial portion of the XSEDE use. The LEAD (Linked Environments
Atmospheric Discovery) Science Gateway was one of the first science gateways (Gannon et al. 2007).
Machine learning and deep learning have exploded in computer science over the last 5 years; applicants for new
faculty positions in these areas abound and this is surely to the benefit of the geosciences.
But data capture, data curation, and data sharing have lagged behind. Data mining and analysis require clean and
tagged datasets. There are very few of these, and fewer, to my knowledge, in the geosciences. This workshop
could promote the development of geoscience relevant cleaned and tagged datasets.
The argument for data sharing is the reuse of data collected for one scientific or scholarly purpose by another
researcher who may be from the same or different discipline. The data in a reuse case is used to verify the same
result, to combine with another data set and answer similar questions or to answer a different research question. For
instance, when weather data collected over decades is used for crop forecasting or water conservation. There are
few success stories in data reuse in the geosciences. This workshop could promote development of reuse success
stories that use data collected in one sub-discipline of geosciences for use in a second sub-discipline. The major
repositories are now part of a consortium. What could be learned by a reuse case that crosses two to three of
these repositories?
Everyone talks about data provenance but we don't have anything working yet. Not on a wide scale. Yet data
provenance captured from scientific applications is a critical precursor to data sharing and reuse. Can this
workshop bring together like minded people to address the problem of lack of stable provenance such as through
a notion like “trust threads” that weave delicate connections between data sets used in science and technology.
These connections, fine and minimal as they are, say something about a data set. The data set is able to prove
something about itself, to convey its family name and lineage so to speak, and in doing so contributes to its own
trustworthiness.
Our perspectives are drawn from a 5-year project funded by the National Science Foundation called Sustainable
Environments Actionable Data (SEAD). SEAD is responsive to the expressed needs of sustainability science
researchers for long-term management of heterogeneous data by developing new capabilities for data integration,
dissemination, and long-term preservation. SEAD provides researchers with tools for active curation and uses social
networking to engage data producers and data consumers in community curation, gradually shifting curatorial and
collection development responsibilities closer to the point in time during which data are first created.
SEAD focus is on the “long tail” of social and environmental data: derived data products, data collections from
individual researchers and small groups, and data sets of local, regional or topical significance that are critical to
sustainability science but are of limited value until they can be integrated and referenced geo-spatially and
temporally, combined with related data and observations, and modeled consistently. While most of the individual
data “long-tail” data sets are small compared to the commonly discussed big data sets, their changeability and
heterogeneity pose the same challenges as other “bigger” data.
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